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The Tackle Contest 
 

Today’s defensive systems are multi-dimensional and adjust depending on team tactics, 
field position and game scenario such as set piece; scrum / lineout or general play. 
Today’s attacking systems well organised and designed to break down opposition 
defense and the laws of the game favouring the attacking team, defensive systems need 
to be well organised and set up to cover a multitude of varying scenarios. There are a few 
various defensive systems employed around the world, The Blitz system with its rushing 
outside in characteristics. The Drift with its inside shoulder alignment and more passive 
line speed. Then we can work into the “Man On” or “Jockey” systems however the one 
thing that remains consistent throughout most defensive systems is the rolls around the 
tackle contest. Within each system there are micro systems that operate in a smaller way 
but with great responsibility to the overall success of the system they exist within.  
 
The tackle contest is one such micro system. When the ball is carried into contact, the 
primary focus of the tackler is to bring the ball carrier to ground and stop their go 
forward. The tackler can then make the decision to either execute a low wrap tackle by 
chopping the legs or alternatively looking to dominate the ball carrier by hitting them 
higher on the torso driving up under the ball to dominate contact and drive the ball 
carrier backwards, behind the gain line or simply holding them up.  

Pre Contact Responsibility of the Tackler 
• Take space & dictate terms to attack 
• Square Up – Hips square in line defensive 
• Tracking - Fast-Control-Fast (Take space) - Accelerate last few steps 
• Dip late into contact 
• Lead leg - Get lead leg in as close as possible and follow through with leg 

drive 

Contact & Tackle Type 

Low Wrap Tackle 

 Tactical Component: 

 This brings the ball carrier to ground and creates opportunity for the tackle 
 assist  as they look to quickly get onto the ball before the attacking teams first 
 arrival or support player. The tackler can also quickly regain their feet and play 
 the ball which often presents itself when defending wider channels when ball 
 carriers tend to be isolated more. 

 Technical Component 

• Chop legs (shoulders on logos)  
• Shoulder Punch – drive arm past contact and hit with shoulder and lock 

arms onto ball carrier 
• Feet Active - Leg drive through tackle 
• Squeeze - Lock legs up with squeeze 

• Whip trailing leg to role onto stomach and finish on top of ball carrier 
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Dominant Tackle 

 Tactical Component 

 When a ball carrier is too high in contact a dominant tackle presents a different 
 opportunity for the defending team. With the tackler dominating the collision and 
 driving the ball carrier backwards, the defending team s then is a strong position 
 to contest the break down as they are well positioned to beat the attacking 
 support players to the ball as they have to work backwards against the 
 momentum. The tackler can regain their feet and take the space and clean the 1st 
 arrival, this creates opportunity for the tackle assist to get on the ball, and if the 
 tackler gets onto the ball themselves then the tackle assist will lock onto them and 
 support then in surviving the cleanout from the attacking team. If however the 
 dominant tackle is ineffective and the ball carrier is left standing, the tackle 
 assist can then lock onto the ball carrier and hold him up, looking to force an 
 incomplete maul and receive the scrum feed.  

 Technical Component 

• Target ribs driving up under the ball 
• Shoulder Punch – drive arm past contact and hit with shoulder and lock 

arms onto ball carrier 
• Feet Active - Leg drive up and through tackle 
• Squeeze - Lock legs/torso up with squeeze 

• Pop hips up and chase feet under hips to regain feet over the top of the ball 

carrier 

• Or alternatively hold ball carrier and lock up the ball  

Post Contact the Role of the Catch Up Defender 

Once contact is made by the tackler, decision are then made by the tackle assist depending 
on what the tackler has done and how effective he has been in executing their role. Their 
involvement is critical in gaining a positive outcome for the defense. Working hard from 
the inside the tackle assist or catch up defender is the player on the immediate inside of 
the tackler. There decisions are to identify:  

1. If ball carrier is on their feet, hit the ball carrier first then look to play the ball (rip) 
or hold up ball carrier 

2. If ball carrier is on the ground he look to take the space past the tackle contest and 
“blast” arriving players or if he can get onto the ball he can jackal “ball” and look 
for the turnover through winning possession or receiving a penalty. 

Post Contact the Role of the Terrorist 

With the tackle made and the “catch up” defender engaged the 2nd man on the inside of 
the tackler is the Terrorist. Their role again is dependent on what has transpired before 
him. If the ball carrier has been brought to ground, and the catch up defender has taken 
space he can look to get on ball. If the catch up is on ball then he locks on to support him. 
If the ruck is lost he folds to the open and slides inside the adjusting defender and squares 
up in the line. 
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Post Contact the Role of the Adjusting Defender 

The adjusting defender sits one out from the tackler, their primary role is to hold their 
feet staying square in the line and organises the folding play. He communicates to the 
inside and brings the folding player/s into the line on the inside. Then realigns moving 
one or two defender out. Eyes must be forward identifying numbers in the attacking team 
and also the potential threats. However if the tackler, catch up defender and terrorist  
dominates the tackle contest and the opportunity to counter ruck is on, they engage in 
the counter by dealing with the arriving attacking players on the open side of the 
breakdown. 
 
 
Direction of play 
 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Additional Defenders; The Half Back or Nail 
The nail is traditionally the half back who sits in behind the ruck and defends anything 
that comes through the defensive line. He fills holes in defensive line when needed and 
looks after the space behind the defensive line guarding against chip or grubber kicks. 
They also skim behind the line to assist defending the wide channels in the event of a line 
break. One of their primary roles is to communicate to the defenders in front of him and 
also assists in the organising of the folding players.  

Tackle 
Contest 

Terrorist: Assess the 
breakdown, engage if 

needed or fold to open. 
Enter inside shoulder 
of adjusting defender. 

Catch Up Defender: 
Engage in tackle 

contest always. Ball 
carrier down “blast” or 
“Ball”. Ball carrier up, 

Hit rip or hold 

Tackler: Primary 
focus, low wrap to 

bring ball carrier to 
ground utalising good 
tackle tech. Look’s to 
regain feet and take 
space, pilfering or 

reload into the D line.  

Adjusting Defender: 
Holds there feet, 

doesn’t turn into the 
tackle contest, and 

communicates the fold, 
eyes forward hips 
square to attack. 

Tackler Adjusting 
Defender 

Catch Up Terrorist 

Support 

Primary 
Support 

Ball 
Carrier 

Secondary 
Support 
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Transition to Next Contest “Hold and Fold” 
The adjusting defender and nail will control how many player are required to fold. 
Communication is also essential from the fullback and wingers to ensure overlaps are 
covered. It is also the nails responsibility to identify the direction of play by the attacking 
team to eliminate the potential of folding players unnecessarily and handing the attack 
overlaps on the ball side of play. Players need to ensure they move quickly when folding 
and square up into the line, check their alignment and have eyes forward to identify their 
man in the attack. Their first steps of the line need to be forward and they must stay 
connected to the defensive line.  

Communication 
This is critical and a component that requires constant application by all players. Having 
a set “Defensive language” that all players understand and execute assists greatly in the 
effectiveness of the defensive system. Simple calls are used to communicate to players 
around them what role they are undertaking to make sure everyone has an assignment 
and as such they perform it effectively. 

Example of Defensive Language or “Calls” 
All teams have their own calls and it is important as outlined above that they are used 
continuously during the game, when player’s fatigue, one of the first things that deserts 
them is the desire to talk. Players need to work hard under fatigue to ensure that the skill 
of communication is practised always so it becomes a natural attribute to every player. 
Below are some examples of the calls that exist in the defensive systems. 
 

Where / When Call Description 

Positional Set Up 

“10” 1st defender open side 
“20” 2nd defender open side 
“30” 3rd defender open side 
“-10” 1st defender inside 
Nail Half back defensive role 

On Ball Tackler 
Catch Up Defender 1st defender inside tackler 

Terrorist 2nd defender inside tackle 
Adjusting Defender 1st defender outside tackle 

Breakdown 

Blast Take space past ball 
Ball Jackal for ball 
Ice Counter Ruck 

Zero Ruck Don’t contest ruck 
Hot Ruck Target for turnover 

Defensive Line 

Up Line Speed - Take line up 
Shift Drift to next attacking player 

Connect Line integrity - Stay connected in D line 
Spacing Gap between defenders 
Hunters 1st four defenders when A plays of sideline. Set 

narrow and push up hard and look to wack ball 
carriers 

Transition 
Fold + Numbers Shift from one side of ruck to the other 

Hold Maintain position in defensive line 

Tactical 
Jam 

Defenders have more numbers so push hard of the 
line, can commit multiple players to tackle 

Jockey 
Attack outnumbers defenders so hold feet and shift 

as pass is made until numbers match 
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Additional Components 

A good defensive system has a tactical component that shouldn’t be ignored. 
Understanding when to contest the breakdown and when to leave it. Look to identify 
traits in attacking players and teams to exploit are a couple of areas to consider. For 
example; do specific players get isolated or get turned on their backs in contact. Do they 
carry high or have poor contact skills, maybe they have poor ball security. Do teams 
attacking patterns offer opportunity at certain phases to contest? Do we leave the first 2 
phases as they are well supported by effective players but maybe they are susceptible to 
turn over in the next one? It’s a game of chess where you try and break down the 
oppositions attacking plays with an efficient and well drilled defensive system and that is 
the challenge for us as coaches. Prepare your defense through the eyes of the attack. 
 

Summary 
In considering the above roles and responsibilities, the primary goal is to stop the 
attacking teams go forward and to then disrupt the break down. The benefits of this are 
simple, gain possession or slow down the ruck ball which enables the defensive team to 
set their line again, square up their hips and push up of the line with their first steps being 
forward and not lateral. This will put pressure onto the attacking team and will influence 
their next attacking play. 
 


